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THIS WEEK S SPECIALS

2011 Toyota Camry
$15,000, 48,120 Miles

1-owner
12 month-unlimited 
mileage warranty

2012 Nissan Altima
$20,500, 2,189 Miles

1-owner
Factory Warranty

2012 Chevrolet Malibu LS
$15,000, 30,851 Miles

1-owner

2008 Jeep Wrangler
$23,000, Navigation 

Hardtop w/soft top included

For more inventory ...
ArcadiaMotorsInc.com

Financing Available - Interest starting @ 1.99%
(credit score determines interest rate)

Centrally Located

6291 Northumberland Hwy., Heathsville, VA

A world of service 
for your car & you.

Auto/Marine machine 
shop on premises

Follow Rt. 3 to Rt. 200 in White Stone
Call 804-435-6660

Open Monday thru Friday 7:30-5:30 & Drop off Saturday 7:30-10:00

CRALLE INSURANCE AGENCY
“FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS”

Callao, VA 22435 (804) 529-6226

GENERAL INSURANCE

 Dunn-Rite Auto Sales, Inc.
and

Randy’s Dunn-Rite Automotive 
with two NAPA AutoCare 
Service Center Locations

Burgess - 804-453-4444
Kilmarnock - 804-435-0911

Call now to schedule your service work
Come by our Kilmarnock Location and check

out our full range of pre-owned vehicles.

Now Offering                   Rental Vehicles
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On the cover:
Cadillac’s V-16 engine set a 
new standard in 1929—and 
became an American icon.

Photo by Tom Chillemi
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There was a time when automobiles were 
works of art. More than transportation, 
no cost was spared to create these roll-

ing sculptures. 
But beyond appearances, buyers demanded 

these automobiles have superior performance.

In the autumn of 1929, Cadillac unveiled its V-16 engine—an 
engineering marvel that would distinguish this American company 
from all others on the planet. 

However, the timing couldn’t have been worse. The stock market 
had just crashed, and as the Great Depression set in, these magnifi-

Cadillac’s V-16: 
Story and photos by Tom Chillemi

A classic with a capital ‘C’

(continued on the next page)
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cent automobiles were symbols of wealth. Stories persist that some 
who bought the Cadillac V-16 did not drive them, not wanting to 
flaunt their status.

Because of the Depression and the realities of the marketplace, 
Cadillac made a total of just 3,250 of the initial V-16 Model 452A 
for 1930 and 1931. Production of subsequent engine models, at 
even further reduced numbers, continued until 1940.

In 1985, Alan Merkel of White Stone rescued a 1930 Cadillac 
V-16 All-Weather Phaeton that had been in storage for many years. 
Over the next 25 years, Merkel spent nights and weekends bringing 
back this legendary classic. 

An engineer, Merkel had previously devoted 16 years restoring 
a Cadillac sedan, which he sold when he got the chance to buy the 
V-16 Phaeton. “When I found this one, I had to sell the first one . . . 
and started all over again,” he said.

The V-16 engine was developed in secrecy by Cadillac. The engi-
neer drawings labeled it as a “bus” engine.

Cadillac wanted this engine to run as smoothly as possible. The 
cast-iron cylinder blocks were bolted to an aluminum crankcase. 
The cylinder “V” configuration was kept narrow, at 45-degrees, so 
the engine could fit between the fenders and under a long hood.

It has a 3-inch bore (the stroke is 4 inches) to keep the overall 
engine length down. Even so, its valve covers are 3 feet long.

It was Cadillac’s first overhead valve engine, and it used a unique 
hydraulic valve clearance adjustment system to reduce mechanical 
noise. Smoothness was Cadillac’s goal. With plenty of torque, the 
engine will pull top gear at 15 miles per hour while doing its work 
so quietly the musical whine of the straight-cut transmission gears 
is all that is heard.

The 452-cubic-inch engine produced 169 horsepower that was 
fed through a 3-speed transmission and was enough to push it to 
100 miles per hour. In the spring of 1930, a V-16 crashed during 
high speed testing, so Cadillac installed a higher ratio rear differen-
tial so the top speed would not be so fast.

Merkel’s Phaeton somehow kept the lower rear end, which gives 
it better acceleration and low-speed pulling power.

“The rest of the world may scoff at (America’s) tail-finned 
cars of the 1950s, or our tire-smoldering muscle cars of the 
1960s, but they will always lust after the automotive 
perfection that is the V-16 Cadillac.” 

—Craig Fitzgerald, writing for Hemmings Classic Cars

(continued from the previous page)

Alan Merkel of 
White Stone opens 
the concealed tool 
box in his Cadillac.
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Mechanical brakes linked by cables slows the car, which weighs 
more than 5,300 pounds.

None of today’s cars approaches the Phaeton’s 148-inch wheel 
base, which compares to today’s extended cab 4-door pick-up 
trucks. Its tires measure 34 inches across, making them roll better. 
The huge headlight lenses measure 13 inches across. The headlight 
shells reflect a panoramic view of the sky.

The level of finish is second to none.
In those days, Cadillac, and other elite manufacturers, would 

supply a chassis for customers who could have a coach builder 
create the body for it.

About 250 Cadillac All-Weather Phaetons were built and about 
20 are known to exist, said Merkel, who heads a registry of these 
classics. About 3,250 V-16 engines were produced during the 
11-year run. This engineering marvel set Cadillac above all others. 
Only one other company attempted Cadillac’s feat.

Merkel’s car was originally sold by a Cadillac dealer in Jackson-
ville, Florida, to Milo Vega, the owner of a cigar factory in Tampa.

The fact that Vega’s factory had space to store the car may have 
saved it from the scrap iron drives during World War II that claimed 
so many of the large classics of the 1930s, Merkel explained. When 
it was discovered, the car had been painted red with a brush, which 
protected it from rust during storage.

In 1985 Merkel bought the car from a New Jersey collector, who 

(continued on page 7)
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804-758-4824 804-758-4881

It’s Time!
Winterize your ride…

had stored it for years in a large truck trailer. 
Merkel finally completed the restoration in 2010, 
and has put about 1,300 miles on the car since, 
bringing its total mileage to about 72,000 miles.

Some parts had to be made. “Pot metal,” which 
was used for some of the car’s trim pieces, was 
not designed to last 80 years. The inferior metal 
outgases and pops holes in the chrome plating. 
Merkel found a foundry that would sand cast the 
needed pieces in bronze. Then he would machine 
them and polish them to be chromed. He even had 
to cast gears that were used as linkage.

Another challenge in restoration was get-
ting the original fuel-delivery system to work. 
Using a vacuum system, gasoline is drawn from 
the tank to two reservoirs under the hood. From 
there the fuel flows downhill to the carburetors. 
The vacuum pump is driven from the rear of the 
engine.

Some restorers opt for an electric fuel pump, 
but Merkel insisted on using the original vacuum 

pump system. 
“It must be airtight to work properly,” he said. 

“If it draws any air, it will not pull gas.”
Making both banks of 8 cylinders work equally 

was another challenge. Each side of the engine is 
fed by its own carburetor.

The artwork continues under the hood, where 
the intake manifold is ceramic coated to a smooth 
shiny black. Spark plug wires are routed under 
covers

Cadillac created a clean engine bay. The con-
trol linkage is hidden where possible and other 
parts are chromed.

Craig Fitzgerald, writing for Hemmings Classic 
Cars, described the V-16 this way: “The rest of 
the world may scoff at (America’s) tail finned cars 
of the 1950s, or our tire-smoldering muscle cars 
of the 1960s, but they will always lust after the 
automotive perfection that is the V-16 Cadillac.”

Few who have seen Merkel’s V-16 could argue 
with that.

See more photos at www.SSentinel.com.

(continued from page 5)

CALLING ALL GEAR HEADS! 
Enter the Wheels and Keels Challenge. You could earn bragging rights and a prize. 

Here are the symptoms that actually occured:
A driver of a 1986 Ford F-250 pick-up truck, with manual transmission, is pulling a 

Do you?

from Harvey’s Auto Parts in Heathsville or a free oil change at Eddie’s Auto Sales & Service

Email your response to Tom Chillemi at: tchillemi@ssentinel.com. 

The deadline to reply is 11:59 p.m. on Thursday, October 24. 

The winners will be announced in the October 31 issues of the Rappahannock Record and Southside Sentinel.
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Fall Into
Northern Neck 

Chevrolet
for all your service needs
Oil Change, Tire Rotation & 

Multi-Point Inspection 
After $10.00 mail-in Rebate  $29.95

Fuel Injection Service $120.99
every day low price

Transmission Flush starting @ $178.00

Cooling System Flush starting @ $99.99

800-883-8901 or 804-493-8901
www.nncp.com

Since 1945

Your Imagination is Our 
Only Limitation

Transients Welcome

804-453-3464
TiffanyYachts.com

The Bay’s Most Modern 
Full Service Repair Facility

88-ton Marine Travelift & 2 Marine Railways

Heated Bays Can Accommodate Vessels up to 80 

feet long and 37 feet tall

Interior Renovations Including Cabinetry, Lighting, 

Upholstery, Bedding, and Window Treatments

Marine Canvas, Featuring                        Enclosures

Yacht Brokerage

TM

NORTHERN
NECK

 TRANSMISSION

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

4 WHEEL DRIVE

SINCE 1976

333-4435
P.O. BOX 456
179 MAIN ST.

WARSAW

Much like curb appeal improving the chances of a sale on your home, having a car that is presented well inside and out 
may boost the amount of money and potential of a resale on your vehicle. Even vehicle owners who don’t anticipate selling 
their vehicles in the near future should maintain the vehicles to ensure they are safe and sound.

After home and work, a car is where many people spend most of their time. As a result, a vehicle can easily become 
soiled, scratched or overrun with clutter. Maintaining the interior of your vehicle need not take much time or effort, but it 
should be done often enough to keep on top of the mess. Here’s how to start.

Remove Clutter
The first step in cleaning the interior is to remove the excess items that may have accumulated in the car. Busy families 

tend to leave toys, books or clothing in their vehicles. There also may be discarded food wrappers or beverage containers. 
People who commute also may accumulate a number of items in their cars, including business materials. 

Vacuum
Much of the dirt and debris that accumulates in vehicles can easily be removed with a vacuum. A shop vac will have 

enough power to thoroughly clean upholstery and mats. If you do not have one, visit a self car wash.
Remove the floor mats and set them on a flat surface. Thoroughly vacuum the mats to clear them of dust, dirt, food 

crumbs, and any other debris. Vacuum the floor of the car as well as any seat upholstery that may be a catch-all for crumbs. 
Using a soft-bristled vacuum attachment, you also can remove dust from the vents, speakers and the center console of your 
vehicle .

Spot cleaning
Cleaning stains may require a little elbow grease and a cleansing agent. Most automotive supply stores will sell an uphol-

stery cleaner designed for car interiors. You also can use a mixture of laundry detergent and water applied with a slightly 
damp rag or sponge. Go over each area that is soiled so you can devote adequate time to each stain. The same process can 
be used on the vehicle’s carpeting. Use a brush to really clean heavily soiled areas. 

Leather upholstery can be more delicate than cloth upholstery. When cleaning a leather interior, use only products that 
are designed specifically for leather so as to avoid damaging the interior.

Console and dashboard detailing
A barely moist cloth can be used to clean the plastic components of the dashboard and consoles of the vehicle. The goal 

is to wipe away any dust and any minor stains or sticky areas without saturating important electrical components. It is always 
better to spray polish or cleaning agents on your cloth than directly on the dashboard. In hard-to-reach-areas, consider using 
a soft-bristled paintbrush or cotton swabs to clean in crevices. Wipe down everything with a dry cloth or towel afterward.

Windows
Having clean windows is essential to driving safely. Cleaning the windshield and windows is relatively simple to do with 

a glass cleaner spray and a lint-free cloth. Use caution when cleaning the rear windshield if it has a defogger/defroster grid 
on the window. These wires can be damaged easily. Clean with the direction of the defroster grid lines.

Freshen the car
Place an air freshener or spray a product on the air intake vent to eradicate musty smells in the car. It also is important 

to replace the cabin air filter periodically, otherwise you could be breathing in dust and dander that is trapped in the filter.

Simple steps to a clean interior

This restored 1957 Larson Thunderhawk Junior is owned by a 
Deltaville couple who christened it “Aqua Belva.” The 15-foot boat, 
which was found in Florida, is powered by a 1960 Mercury Mark 500 
with 50 horsepower.
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EXPRESS AUTO & FLEET SERVICE
-A
-Oil Change
-Brakes
-Tires
-Maintenance

-Heat & A/C

          804-453-6104
Phil White

NOW IN OUR NEW LOCATION

We are fortunate to have a few commercial accounts that we manage 
to keep running up-and down-river no matter what the day, time, or 

weather. Rain or shine, when they call, we come running. Unlike us pleasure-
boaters, the first item on their business plan is A Boat That Works. So far, 
preventative maintenance has supported that mantra.

Recently, Anthony, director at Rappahannock River Oysters, took the time 
to show their oyster-growing operation to my in-laws, visiting from Seattle. 
There was clamor all around, but it never fazed Anthony or my in-laws while 
they batted Q&As back and forth. It was as though nothing else in the world 
mattered other than explaining the growth of oysters to a couple of city-folks. 

Friday morning, Patrick called from RRO. Their main engine suddenly had 
oil draining down the starboard side of the engine. We were up in Heathsville, 
working a string of jobs back to home, so I told Patrick we’d be there in three 
hours. Two hours later, we were in Topping. The boat was tied next to the 
“bagging” operation. Access through the building was the quickest, but this 
ol’ body couldn’t make the jump down into the boat the way the kids did, so I 
was directed around the building, where one of the guys held oyster floats for 
me to cross; another stood on the port side of the boat so the water moved over 
to that side and my fat feet wouldn’t get wet; and another re-tied the boat so I 
could more easily get in and out of the boat to get tools and parts.

As I reached over the cowl to release the latch, I heard something I certainly 
wasn’t expecting, especially from a work-area with a bunch of 20-something-
year-old kids: classical music playing on the radio. Now, I won’t say the music 
calmed my frazzled brain enough to see immediately that the “oil” was actu-
ally anti-corrosion spray I’d used at the last service; or to zip through a couple 
of routine maintenance services without dropping anything overboard; but it 
was possibly the most courteous, calming—albeit wet-- work environment I’d 
been in for twenty years. By the time we were done, we elected to take a few 
moments at Merroir, the restaurant there. We laid back with a brew, shared 
some oysters on the half-shell, and greeted friends from church who’d boated 
over to dine; customers from Irvington who’d done the same; and nodded 
passingly to co-workers and others. I think our heart rates slowed to 7.

It makes no difference if we’re working at Rappahannock River Oysters 
with Anthony and Patrick, or Winegar’s Railway/Dymer Creek Seafood with 
Cathy and Ray, or MiFarm Oysters, owned by Mike Bouis, I have noticed one 
dominant aura, and that’s of unfailing pleasantry and courtesy. Those from 
afar don’t have a clue what’s behind the oysters they buy at the city restaurant. 
Even after an afternoon’s tutelage by Anthony, I’m not certain I do either. All 
I can say with certainty is that, unless you grew the oysters at the end of your 
pier, it was A Boat That Works that brought them to your table. This hasn’t 
been a “plug” for their businesses, or our efforts with their engines. This has 
been a huge plug for the people who are the industry that’s returned. Go meet 
them. Talk to the owners. Talk to the guys playing classical music instead of 
rock ‘n’ roll or C&W. Watch them smile and talk to you as they work. It’s not 
fake. We’re honored to be part of the system by helping make A Boat That 
Works for them.

Grid Michal operates The Motor Doctor, a mobile service and repair busi-
ness. He has worked on marine engines for over 50 years. For more informa-
tion call 436-2610.

A boat that works
by Grid Michal

Are you a gear head? Don’t 
miss your chance to win a 
prize! Enter our challenge. 

See details on page 7. 
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It’s called the Chump Car 
World Series—racing with cars 
that are supposed to be worth 
$500 or less. No experience 
necessary . . . “run what you 
brung.” 

Chump racing is a last 
chance for cars (and some 
drivers) that were all but used 
up. Saved from scrap and 
recycled to race, Chump cars 
come in all types, with drivers 
of wildly varying abilities.

In its three years, Chump 
racing has grown. On August 
10-11, more than 100 cars 
descended on Virginia 
International Raceway (VIR) 
near Danville for a 24-hour 
race. More than 400 drivers 
would run two hours at a time.

I was in one of them in a 
1994 Acura Integra on the Bad 
Brains Racing team with six 
other drivers.   

Racing never leaves 
your blood. I road-raced 
motorcycles at VIR when I 
was 22 years old. Memories 
from those races are seared 

in me. I kept trying to push 
down those intense feelings, 
but nearly 40 years later they 
were still popping back up. 
One day, I was watching a race 
on TV and I thought, “I’m 
tired of watching.” And, I did 
something about it.

Our race was on    
Our Acura was running on 

three cylinders, instead of 
four. After an hour in the car 
I had not passed anyone. But 
in the darkness ahead I spotted 
a lemon-yellow Opel. I was 
gaining on him!

I got by him, but passing 
him only motivated him to try 
harder. 

Other sports have moments 
of intensity. Baseball hitters 
face a 3-2 count with the 
winning run on third base. 
Football has fourth-and-goal 
at the one yard line. In motor 
racing, this level of intensity is 
constant. 

A driver who dares, can 
relax only for a second on the 

straight-away while running 
over 100 miles per hour.

Miss your braking point by 
a few feet and you may find 
yourself off the track with a 
torn up car—or worse. In this 
sport there are no balls, no 
strikes, but there are “outs,” 
and penalties are harsh.

Racers have to remain calm. 
Tension breeds mistakes. 
As in life, when something 
is diff icult, you are doing 
something wrong.

The great thing about Chump 
racing, which is sponsored by 
Optima Batteries, is that you 
eventually f ind a car and driver 
to race. In our underpowered 
Acura I was racing a 1974 
Opel, brought from Kansas, 
and driven by 50-year-old Mike 
Fandel from Minneapolis. He 
had slightly more power. I 
could get by him in a turn, but 
he’d pass me on the straight. I 
found out later he had shifting 
problems.

Here at VIR, on a hot August 
night, we battled along with 

dozens of cars that came from 
as far away as Minnesota, 
Kansas, Texas and Florida—
even one of VIR’s owners 
drove in her car.

Physics and skill
Many think that racing is all 

about horsepower. But it is as 
much about who can get that 
horsepower to the track. 

The goal is to “straighten 
out a turn” by using all of the 
track. It looks easy. But driving 
is physics and art that distort a 
driver’s perception of time.

Exiting a turn, drivers 
want to be the f irst to apply 
throttle, that’s a micro-second 
advantage. With two evenly 
matched cars, the driver that 
can apply throttle sooner, 
effectively makes the straight 
longer. The straight is where 
full power is used.

The other way to extend the 
straight is to out-brake your 
opponent going into the next 
turn. This is where attempts to 
cheat the laws of physics are 

made and 2,000-plus pounds 
of rolling steel can get very 
loose—and worlds collide.

Racing is like driving on ice. 
Although the cars have wide, 
sticky tires, they eventually 
get hot and “go away.” Then 
things get slippery. That’s true 
for NASCAR and in Chump 
racing.

“Outta my way”   
The Opel and the Acura 

diced until he sliced inside 
of me going into a very fast 
section. He made it through. 
But, if he had misjudged by 
a few inches, this story could 
have had a very different 
ending. 

His “dive bomb” move 
reminded me of how quickly 
the good times could end. I let 
him go—but only for a second. 
I was soon on his bumper 
waiting for him to make 
another mistake.

I was so consumed with 
racing him that for 5 laps I 
missed my pit board sign to 

Car racing turnsphysics
 into an art

by: Tom Chillemi
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Driving a race car is a world many cannot even visit. But for 
those who race, the rewards are unforgettable.

Trying to describe the intensity of racing on a twisting road 
course in a howling car is like trying to describe watermelon to 
someone who has never tasted it. 

However, the dream of racing can be realized through the 
Optima Batteries’ Chump Car World Series—racing cars that 
are worth $500.

Southside Sentinel photo-journalist Tom Chillemi has driven 
in 9 Chump races. His adventures have taken him to the high 
banks of the Daytona International Speedway (see photo 
above), Charlotte Motor Speedway, Atlanta Motor Speedway, 
Road Atlanta, and most recently to the twisting 4.2-mile road 
course of Virginia International Raceway (VIR) near Danville.

“Fly while you still have wings” is a favorite saying of 
Chillemi, who is 63 years old. 

Tom Chillemi has been a photo-journalist with the Southside 
Sentinel for 25 years. Email him at tchillemi@ssentinel.com if 
you think Chump racing is for you.

by: Tom Chillemi

“come in” for a driver change. 
Coincidentally, the Opel 

pitted at the same time and 
was two stalls down from us. 
The driver was still talking 
at 100 miles per hour when I 
approached and just listened. I 
f inally introduced myself and 
gave him a f irm handshake 
and thanked him for the good 
racing.  

I did mention the one “bone 
headed” move he made when he 
dive-bombed me. He apologized 
for his lack of experience. I told 
him the car attempting to pass 
usually determines if there will 
be a collision. 

Racing is a calculating risk 
versus reward, in a split second, 
repeatedly. And this leads to 
“brain fade,” where you are 
overloaded. The secret is to 
realize when you are losing 
your edge. Talented racers 
don’t bump to pass—but this is 
Chump racing.

Old and bold
I often repeat something 

a racer told me when I was 
waiting to practice for my first 
motorcycle race in 1971. “First 
race?” he asked. Then he told 
me, “Well, there are some old 
ones, and there are some bold 
ones. But there are not too 
many old bold ones.”

I wish I knew who told me 
that, I’d like to thank him Taking the wheel

because at the age of 63, I’ve 
Chump raced twice on the high 
banks of Daytona International 
Speedway. And I hope to go 

back next year.  
I’m proof that you CAN go 

home again. All I had to do was 
stop watching and take action.

The Chump Car World Series attracts all kinds of machines. Above, a creation of the Griswold’s “Family Vacation” station wagon is driven by 
Tom Chillemi at Daytona International Speedway.
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Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 a m. to 5:30 p.m.

A & M 
AUTO AND TRUCK REPAIR

Our Acura was 
running on 3 
cylinders, instead 
of 4. After an 
hour in the car I 
had not passed 
anyone. But in the 
darkness ahead I 
spotted a lemon-
yellow Opel.  
I was gaining 
on him!

In August, more than 100 cars raced in the 24-hour Chump Car race 
at Virginia International Raceway (VIR), a world-class racing facility. 
Above, race cars head for VIR’s high-speed “climbing S.”

Looks can be deceiving. This 
“Sanford and Son” race truck 

“hauled the mail” during a 
Chump Car race at Road Atlanta 
last December. Tom Chillemi, on 
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HARVEY’S AUTO PARTS
In stock a complete winterizing

line of batteries, antifreeze & more

8513 Northumberland Highway
Heathsville, VA

Serving the Northern Neck for over 25 years

 (804) 580-5900

BAYSIDE
GARAGE
S

Now Servicing Jet Skis

Located next to D&A Auto Parts

      INC.

BAYSIDE
GARAGE

off
any 

service

with this
coupon

Cars are complicated machines 
and there are a lot of things that can 
go wrong with them, but car repair 
shops often see the same repairs over 
and over. The common repairs listed 
below can often be avoided if you 
properly maintain your vehicle and 
have preventive maintenance done 
on a regular basis. Below is a list of 
the most common repairs that repair 
shops see:

1. Brake Work—Some of 
the most common repairs that 
mechanics deal with have to do with 
the brake system. Wear and tear 
on brake pads is a repair that will 
happen more then once over the life 
of your vehicle. It is modestly priced 
repair. If it turns out it is disc, drum 
or rotor repair expect a higher bill, 
probably in the hundreds of dollars. 
Brake lines rarely need repair unless 
they are somehow cut.

2. Oil Changes—Oil changes 
should be done every few thousand 
miles to keep your car in the best 
possible running condition. It 
lengthens the life of the engine and 
having service records that show 
frequent oil changes can help the 
resell value of your vehicle.

3. Coolant System—Radiator and 
cooling system flushes fall into this 
category. These repairs can range 
from fairly inexpensive to quite 
expensive depending on what the 
problem is.

4. Tires—Tire patches or 
complete replacements are a fairly 
common issue. A tire can leak or 
fail for a number of reasons. The 
sidewall can split or it can pick up 
a nail or other sharp object. Repairs 
are pretty inexpensive but if the tire 
needs replacing the cost can go up.

5. Ignition System—This 
includes the battery, starter and 
ignition. Battery repairs or charges 
are relatively simple. If the battery 
needs to be replaced there is a wide 
range of prices. If the starter needs 
to be repaired or replaced it will be a 
much more expensive repair.

6. Electrical System—Electrical 
system problems include issues like 
blown fuses or lamp bulbs but can 
also include more serious issues. 
When it comes to the more serious 
electrical issues it is probably a good 
idea to let a trained professional deal 
with it. Simple repairs such as brake 
light bulb repairs can usually be 

done at home.
7. Fuel System—Your fuel pump 

can become clogged if you drive 
your vehicle with less than 1/4 of  a 
tank on a regular basis. Fuel filters 
also need to be replaced on a regular 
basis. These repairs should be done 
by a professional.

8. Transmission—Transmission 
repairs are usually expensive and 
complicated. It is best to leave these 
repairs to the professional but if you 
have the know-how you can save lots 
of money doing it on your own.

9. Exhaust System—Again, these 
repairs are pretty expensive and most 
people would need a professional to 
do the work. There are numerous 
muffler repair shops that specialize 
in this kind of work.

10. Air Conditioning System—
The final entry on the list is the air 
conditioning system. Unless you 
have experience with these systems 
a professional should do the work. 
The majority of the repairs on this 
system are going to be expensive.

Repairs are just a fact of life but 
with proper maintenance of the 
vehicle you can minimize the cost 
and frequency of repairs.

Ten most common repairs 
done at car repair shops

Good until 12/31/13 Good until 12/31/13

Good until 12/31/13

Enter our 
maintenance challenge! 
See details on page 7.
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Kilmarnock Auto Clinic
18746 Mary Ball Road

White Stone, Virginia 22578
Air Conditioning Service & Repairs

Replacement

SILCO TRUCK SERVICE, INC.
Truck and Auto Repair

Truck Towing and Recovery
Serving Small Fleets Since 1958

Callao, VA                     804-529-7699

5345 Jessie Dupont Mem. Hwy.
Heathsville, VA 22473

(Located in Wicomico Church)
(804) 580-8419

Toll Free 866-580-8419
jmcgrath@kaballero.com

Courtesy Service Station
Automobile Repairs & Towing

Kevin H. Bray, Owner

7043 Northumberland Hwy.
Heathsville, VA                         804-580-8888

Middlesex Body & Auto Glass
Body and Fender Repair

Front End Alignment

Since 1965                758-2177
285 STORMONT ROAD NEAR COOK’S CORNER

Getting the best deal at a car 
repair shop can be a simple 
process and financially rewarding. 
The first step in finding the best 
deal is finding out what is wrong 
with your car. Some shops will 
charge a diagnostic fee to figure 
out what is wrong with your car 
and to write up an estimate. This 
fee can generally range from $50 
to $100  or more, so be sure to call 
a few shops before committing to 
one for the initial estimate.

How to get the best 
deals on car repairs

Once you have a written 
estimate from the first shop, 
call your local dealership and 
other shops to find out what they 
would charge for the exact same 
work and if they would require 
an additional diagnostic charge. 
Most places will accept a written 
estimate from a reputable shop 
or dealership as a baseline for 
the work to be done. Don’t forget 
to call the initial shop to try and 
negotiate your original estimate 
down once you have lower quotes 
from other places.

Also, some shops generally 
offer some sort of guarantee and 
are certified to work on most 
manufacturer’s vehicles at a much 
lower price than a dealership.

In addition to shopping around 
for the best overall price, find out 
if the shops will allow you to bring 
your own parts. Getting your parts 
from a discount auto parts store 
can save you some serious money 
for involved repairs. Although 
not recommended for most parts, 
using used parts can also save you 
money.
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DAVIS 
Auto 

Sales, Inc.
24 Hour Rollback & Wrecker Service

We service all makes & models
State Inspections

Late-Model Pre-Owned Cars & Trucks
Rental Cars & Vans Available

382 N. Main St., Kilmarnock, VA  (804) 435-1818
VA Dealer 7915

$29.95
Oil Change
Call for details!

(804) 435-3766

804-529-6380                           Donnie Davis

Callao Wheel Service

Specialists in Rebuilding Front Suspension from Worn Parts

office:                               fax:

804 493 9881    804 493 9918

As fall gradually gives way to 
winter, vehicle owners often sigh 
at the thought of driving in winter 
weather or spending weekday 
mornings clearing their vehicles of 
ice before heading to the office. 

Winterizing a vehicle can 
improve vehicle performance 
during a time of year that, in many 
locales, can be especially harsh on 
automobiles. Low temperatures 
make for less than ideal conditions 
for engines to run, while potholes 
left behind by snow plows can 
damage a vehicle’s wheels and 
may even result in flat tires and 
a damaged suspension system. 
In addition, salt used to improve 
traction on roadways can cause rust. 
Short of moving to a locale with 
mild winters, there’s little drivers 
can do to protect their vehicles 
from harsh winter weather. But 
winterizing a vehicle can prevent 
some of the more common issues 
drivers may encounter when the 
temperatures dip below freezing.

* Take time out for your tires. 
Winter weather can limit traction, 
putting the safety of drivers and 
their passengers in jeopardy. Steer 
clear of roads where ice and black 
ice are known to form. 

Constantly monitor tire pressure, 
which decreases more rapidly 
when the weather is cold. Properly 

inflated tires provide better traction 
and protect against damage that 
may occur when driving over 
potholes.

* Consider a low-viscosity oil in 
the winter. The owner’s manual of 
your vehicle may recommend you 
use a lower viscosity motor oil to 
counter the dip in temperature that’s 
synonymous with winter. When 
the temperatures outside fall, the 
oil inside your vehicle thickens, 
and a thicker oil won’t circulate 
through the engine as well. This 
can cause engine problems because 
the engine won’t be adequately 
lubricated. A low-viscosity oil is 
naturally thinner, so it may improve 
lubrication throughout the winter. 
The vehicle owner’s manual should 
recommend oils based on climate. 
If not, talk to your mechanic 
about changing from the oil you 
use throughout the year to a low-
viscosity alternative during the 
winter.

* Inspect your vehicle before 
winter arrives. Belts and hoses, 
while durable, can be put through 
strenuous conditions during the 
winter months, so a close inspection 
of belts and hoses should be 
conducted in late fall. In addition, 
windshield wipers are especially 
important in winter, when snowfall 
can drastically impact visibility. You 

will want your wipers working at 
full capacity once the winter begins, 
so replace older wipers (shelf life 
for standard wipers is typically one 
year) and use a de-icing windshield 
washer fluid to maximize visibility.

Another component that must 
be inspected is your car’s battery. 
Many drivers have experienced 
a dead battery, which, in warm 
weather, is more of a nuisance than 
a health concern. In cold weather, 
a dead battery can threaten your 
health if you find yourself stranded. 
Especially low temperatures can 
compromise a battery’s power by 
as much as 50 percent, so have your 
battery inspected in late fall and 
replace it if need be.

* Don’t be caught off guard. 
Part of winterizing a vehicle is 
being prepared if the vehicle breaks 
down. Make sure you have extra 
washer fluid in your vehicle’s trunk, 
and don’t forget to include an ice 
scraper and snow brush. Other 
items to carry in your trunk include 
a blanket, a change of clothes, an 
extra hat, an extra pair of gloves, 
some nonperishable food, and a few 
bottles of water. 

Winter can be especially harsh on 
automobiles. But drivers can take 
several preventive steps to ensure 
their vehicle is safe and sound on 
the roads this winter.  

Winterizing vehicles an important step for drivers 


